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Guilty Land, Patrick van Rensburg (Jonathan Cape
and Penguin, London).
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I . VALUB Pa~tiek van Rensburg's book for the way it
sets . down ,the .realities of conflict in South Africa. 1
value, :it for the way it separates out the issues of
Afdcanism and liberal non-racialism in their present
stage and ' in the phases to come. This ha~ not been
done before. Certainly no one has so bravely and
sincerelY committed himself in public to convictions
about. courses of action before us. And this in a situation .of such rapidly changing conditions.
While groups of Congressmen, Africanists and
Liberals are still pondering the points Mr. Van Rensburg has made up his mind about, even aware minds
in this country who are not in these groups know
nothing of the issues. Who has read Contact's leaders
regularly. or Mafube or Fighting T(JJk outside the Faithful and the Special Branch? From Mr. Van Reilsburg
the growing hundreds of new Progressives, stirring from
an age-long political sleep, must learn what it took the
"genuine opposition" (Van Rensburg's phrase) so long
and so many mistakes to find out about the people
of this country and the political 'forces at work among
them. Mr. Van Rensburg has also a sort of Burgessand-Maclean interest for Afrikaners that will draw
many to this book.
.:.~ ..
They and other interested parties ~Will find in the
opening .chapters a sketchy autobiography which hardlY
gives enough for those who want to do Mr. Van Rensburg's introspecting for him. He sums up the years
to the break with Government service as: "My childhOOd memories were of something different from Afrikanerdom, and my first passIon for Mrikaners was for
a misunderstood and maligned people." The childhood
memories are interesting as they build up the picture
of the Natal high school boy from a broken home and
a strong-minded grandmother's care. to the consulate
at Leopoldville, and a slow change at the hands of
one Roger M - who showed Van Rensburg "a life in
Africa of which I, knew nothing". On the pattern of
South African diagn.oses that have been appearing for
a hundred years. autobiography, or travel notes, are
followed by the author's personal account of South
African history, in this case a sort of liberalized version
of the nonsense ' he learned at school. After describing
the career of the Nationalist government and cataloguing its repressive legislation, we · reach these end
chapters, which breathe a vitality rare elsewhere in
the book. They cover the birth of the "genuine opposition", "Africans and Africanists", "The Role of the
Liberals"and the West's burden of responsibility for
overthrowing White domination.
He sees Verwoerd toppled by the West, which "owes
Africa a debt of honour". He lays down that antiwhiteism will make immense strides in South Africa.
and we will have our colour revolution. Black
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nationalism will pave its hour and its Pllrgatioh, 'and
"somewhere in the future there is hope, for ,. all end
to the agony". Mr. Van Rensburg gives the West and
the Liberals their instructions in clear terms, and takes
his leave.
Between finishing his mannscript and getting it to
the public Mr. Van Rensburg will have heard of the
sabotage at Fordsburg, -New Brighton and Dube. He
will have been amazed by the outcome of the sanctions
failure at the U.N. -,- the decision to arrange for the
freeing of South West Africa-in May 1962. The courses
of action Mr. Van Rensburgexplores and pronounces
upon have in fact already been broached., Parts of his
book will date rapidly as his judgements aie queered
by events ahead. And when he says, for instance: "I
no longer believe-as once 1 did-that the. (Liberals)
have a really major role to play in the liberation of
Africans" one can well believe that Mr. Van R~nsburg's
other beliefs may well change. and change back again;
as time pass.es.
There are also mistakes and gaps. He seems purposefuny to ignore-since he does not even try to assess
it-the chance of communist revolution. More seriously.
he misses a point of real consequence: the failure of
the Congresses or Liberals to gain a mass following,
due to the lack of rapport between these organisations
and the mass. (Yet in his appreciation of the growing
force of black racialism, he is suggesting just such a
drawing power as does not exist now.)
For all that. it is, I repeat of great value to have
this picture of Mr. Van Rensburg's thoughts and convictions a few moments ago in the rapidly developing
situation here. Mr. Van Rensburg may have taken '
risks with his absolute judgements on delicate. halfformed iss,ues but all can learn frOm the picture, and
admire the example.
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